Newsletter 77: We will already set out the coffee and tea :-)

24/08/2016

Dear reader,
Summer holidays are nearly over
at Prefamac... so on to the busy
schedule for the end of 2016 and
already 2017. Preparations for
Interpack 2017 have already
begun. Machines, moulds, ....
We even have two graduates
bachelors put to work.
Much looking and reading
pleasure!
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director

A visit is recommended!
In the coming months, we have (again) very unique biscuit and
chocolate machines in production: very long and very wide POWER
cooling tunnels, SWITCH ULTRA enrober machines with special
executions, kettles-pumps-piping in specific custom work, .... In short,
worthwhile! Even our Minister of Employment, Economy & Innovation
comes to visit to see how Prefamac succeeds in achieving 98% export,
and this in more than 100 countries. Will you also come and take a
look? Send us a email on info@prefamac.com to give a date for your
choice. We will already set out the tea and coffee :-).
Click on more photos, where we show some examples of industrial
customization. On www.prefamac.com you can also find our smaller
machines and chocolate moulds.
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In need of new models?
Is your range for the winter already created? Do you need some new
chocolates. Prefamac is highly specialized in custom design of
chocolates, tablets, hearts, flowers, animals, logos, .... Type 1000,
2000, 3000, or other dimensions, tailored to your existing machinery.
At more photos are some of our standard moulds. In the coming
months there will be some new designs.

Heating cabinets for big and small
Really any company can use it:
- to preheat chocolate moulds and to obtain a more shiny result.
- to keep enrober belts or distribution trays warm at night
- to melt chocolate
- to preheat chocolate blocks (with biblio system).
- as work table (to place a compact or melting tray on).

- in production or in the lab
At more photos we show both the single and double cabinet. The
biblio heating cabinet is to preheat chocolate blocks in order to obtain
the finest possible flakes with our various flaking machines. Also of this
an image as "hot chocolate milk flakes" will be a hype this winter.

Two Bachelors Economics
After reading the foregoing news, it is probably clear that we have a lot
of work. Therefore, we have searched for some reinforcement at
Prefamac with Laurean and Luna. Both are just graduated with a
Bachelor of Economics and also have a decent knowledge of
languages. Congratulations Luna and Laurean! We are very happy with
their extra help and wish both girls good luck.
More photos

